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KONSENSUS.ME SYNTHESISES STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE FOR DECISION-MAKERS 
It is an AI tool for peer-verified constantly updated situation analysis, providing decision-makers improved awareness of topics that matter to them.



KONSENSUS.ME READS ALL THE DOCUMENTS FOR YOU THAT YOU DON’T CONSIDER WORTH OF YOUR TIME 
Konsensus.me scans a corpus of statistics, research articles and reports and constantly monitors the news. When an impactful insight is discovered, Konsensus.me does more 
than just deliver the user the link: it also suggests how the insight might change their understanding about the phenomena that matter to them.



KONSENSUS.ME UPDATES ARE SUGGESTED BY ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND PEER-VERIFIED BY EXPERTS 
Experts verify suggestions with one click, simultaneously teaching the AI 
Experts are verified for each phenomena independently based on their expertise. 



KONSENSUS.ME CAN BE USED AS A SIMULATION TOOL TO FORECAST OUTCOMES OF IMPORTANT EVENTS 
Users can control the updates they get, pick the preferred phenomena for each internal expert and suggest new phenomena and sources to follow. 
They can also future-proof their decisions by simulating them and set up peer-forecast questions to get broad insights from experts.



• Only the relevant information: KONSENSUS.ME uses generative AI 
to automatically identify new information that has an impact. 

• Konsensus.me scans large corpus of legal texts, research and reports and 
constantly monitors the news. 

• When a new insight is discovered, Konsensus.me does more than just deliver you 
the link: it also suggests how the insight might change your understanding about 
the phenomena that matter to you. 
  

• Verified advice: KONSENSUS.ME updates are peer-verified by 
participating experts. 

• Experts verify suggestions with one click, simultaneously teaching the AI 
• Experts are verified for each phenomena independently based on their 

expertise.  

• Get the actionable insights you need: Verified executive level clients 
at KONSENSUS.ME can suggest their own phenomena to be 
added and follow any currently active phenomena.  

• You can control the updates you get, pick the preferred phenomena for each 
internal expert and suggest new phenomena and sources to follow. 

• You can also future-proof your decisions by simulating them and with setting up 
peer-forecast questions for experts.
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Konsensus.me synthesises strategic intelligence
It is an AI tool for peer-verified constantly updated situation analysis, providing 
decision-makers with strategic intelligence about important phenomena.
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1. Konsensus.me does the dirty work of reading all the documents for you that you don’t consider worth of your 
time, allowing you to check and verify the public perception of a situation whenever you need it 

• Konsensus.me scans large corpus of legal texts, research and reports and constantly monitors the news. 
• When a new insight is discovered, Konsensus.me does more than just deliver you the link: it also suggests how the insight might change 

your understanding about the phenomena that matter to you. 

2. Konsensus.me enables you to tap on an array of external experts from the industry and academia.  
• Experts verify suggestions with one click, simultaneously teaching the AI 
• Experts are verified for each phenomena independently based on their expertise.  

3. You can use Konsensus.me to follow phenomena that you prefer and use it as a simulation tool to identify 
outcomes of your decisions or events to these phenomena 

• You can control the updates you get, pick the preferred phenomena for each internal expert and suggest new phenomena and sources 
to follow. 

• You can also future-proof your decisions by simulating them and with setting up peer-forecast questions for experts.
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How can Konsensus.me help?
It is an AI tool for peer-verified constantly updated situation analysis, providing 
decision-makers with strategic intelligence about important phenomena.
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Next steps after THINK INK innovation prize

• There are massive opportunities in using LLM-enhanced expert peer verification to produce 
synthesis 

• Konsensus.me is still finding its place among different contexts:  
• While the demand in public sector security domain is massive, the public or “journalistic” 

approach of Konsensus.me is at times an odd fit.     
• Companies have massive differences in accumulating strategic intelligence, making B2B 

sales efforts slow and expensive 
• Unions, research organisations and political parties instantly see the relevance of the 

concept to their synthesising work. Unfortunately these contexts typically have significantly 
less funds to allocate to their strategic information gathering and synthesis 

• We are also developing a very interesting spin product for risk analysis that uses konsensus.me 
features to produce constantly updatable probabilities in identified risks and events. 
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